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RefiJet Earns First Inc. 5000 Appearance in First Year of Eligibility

Leading Auto Loan Refinance Company Included in 2021 Rankings for Inc. Magazine’s Annual
List

DENVER (PRWEB) August 19, 2021 -- RefiJet, one of the nation’s fastest emerging auto loan refinancing
brands, has staked its claim among the industries leaders with its latest recognition. The Denver-based company
was included in the newly revealed Inc. 5000 list.

Inc. Magazine released its 2021 rankings this month, with RefiJet appearing at No. 650 inits first appearance in
the coveted list. The company, thanks to its impressive growth in recent years, is also the No. 36 financial
services company out of nearly 300 included in the list.

“We have been delighted to see the growth RefiJet has seen in its first few years, as validated by such a notable
placement in our first appearance in these rankings,” said RefiJet Co-Founder and Managing Partner Reid
Rubenstein. “This early growth has allowed us to invest more in our people, as we look towards an exciting
future full of heightened goals and a continued commitment to our mission of bridging the gap between
consumers and lenders.”

Each year, Inc. Magazine compiles its list of the nation’s fastest-growing private companies, based on recent
revenue growth over a three-year period. The 2021 rankings are based off of percentage revenue growth from
2017 to 2020, which were RefiJet’s first full three-year period of operations.

The first few years of RefiJet’s existence have been full of growth and indications of further potential. Already
having more than doubled its staff since the start of 2020 and moving into a new office space to accommodate
its growth, the company has been lauded for maintaining its culture. RefiJet’s honors beyond the Inc. 5000
ranking include a “Best Places to Work” nod from the Denver Business Journal.

To view RefiJet in the 2021 Inc. 5000 rankings, visit the publication online.

About RefiJet

A Denver, Colorado-based company, RefiJet provides a nationwide vehicle loan refinance program for
consumers across different credit tiers who want to refinance to lower monthly payments, lower the interest
rate, or get a better loan structure. RefiJet works with a variety of lenders, so it specializes in offering
consumers the best deal for which they qualify. For more information, please visit
https://yieldsolutionsgroup.com/, RefiJet.com, or RefiJet.com/es.
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Contact Information
Michael Singer
RefiJet
http://https://www.refijet.com/
919-439-4731

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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